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The Dean’s Leadership Circle (DLC), 
established in 2019 to solicit donations 
for scholarships, has raised more than 
$220,000, with 100 percent of donations 
going toward support for UTA College 
of Business undergraduate and graduate 
students.

The DLC Scholarship Committee 
recently identified 10 students who will 
receive the first scholarships, which range 
from $2,000 to $3,000 per year for a total of 
$84,000 over a four year period. 

Sarah Caldwell (2007, BS, Accounting; 
2011, MS, Taxation), a DLC member, 
knows firsthand the significance of a little 
financial support to launching a career.

 “When I was going to school, I worked 
full-time and went to school at night,” said 
Caldwell, a Certified Public Accountant 
and partner at JTaylor. “I was fortunate. 
I had a job where I was able to pay my 
rent and pay my tuition as I went along. I 
got an accounting scholarship … around 
$1,000, and I was over the moon. It was 
unexpected. A thousand dollars may not 
sound like a lot now, but it was huge back 
then. The recognition — it made me feel so 
special. You’re grinding away, and you’re 
recognized for that.”

Caldwell was sold on the DLC after 
hearing Dean Harry Dombroski speak 
passionately about UTA and the College 
of Business. She said UTA has a top-
notch accounting program, and she 
credits one of her professors for per-
sonally helping to land her first job at 
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC).

“My whole career really is based on 
UTA beyond the education part,” she said. 
“I’m in a position now to totally afford to 
give back. I’m in this position because of 
the support I had there.”

UTA’s support was not just financial, 
she said. She also received mentoring and 
network support from her accounting 
professors that were significant contribu-

tions to her landing that first job.
“All those things you hear about build-

ing your network and who you know, that’s 
really powerful,” she said. “I didn’t really 
understand it at the time I was going to 
school there, but now, in retrospect, I real-
ize the connections I made through UTA 
are responsible for all these things.

“UTA students,” Caldwell added, “have 
a reputation that I’m proud of.  We’re hard 
workers. We’re gritty. A lot of us are work-
ing full-time and going to school. Some 
people have kids and families. When they 
get out into the workforce, they’re able to 
handle the bumps and keep on persevering 
because of their previous experiences.”

Jesse Chandler Bunn (2021, BBA,  
Marketing) is a prime example to which 
Caldwell is referring. Bunn is working his 
way through his final two semesters, hold-
ing two part-time jobs, one at Walgreens 
and the other with a moving company. 
The global pandemic quashed his summer 
internship with GM Financial. 

He is grateful for both the work he has 
and the scholarships he has received, which 
help him reduce the amount of debt he 

will have when he finishes his education. 
Even though he will not graduate until 
Spring 2021, Bunn already is volunteering 
to help the DLC to attain its goal of raising 
$1 million annually by participating as an 
ambassador for the College of Business. 

“The scholarships are so incredibly 
important, not only to get students in the 
door but to keep them focused on their 
studies and not have to work a job or two,” 
Bunn says. “I have a lot of friends who 
work part-time and full-time just to get 
themselves through college. A program 
like the Dean’s Leadership Circle is great to 
allow them to not have to do that. It’s just 
one less stress on their minds. It’s what’s so 
incredibly beautiful about this program. It 
has the opportunity to do so much good.”

Scholarship awardees announced in 
August include Saide Abreu, Zaria Bilal, 
Hailey Compton, Brianna Gomez, Suhail 
Haque, Antonio Holman-Franco, Alexis 
Jauregui, Caleb Malinowski, Ivan Perez, 
and Victoria Trevino.  Each of them said 
the scholarships represent both recognition 
of their hard work as well as the promise 
of a future that can be dedicated to their 
academics.

 “Being awarded this scholarship is an 
honor and has made me reflect with fond-
ness on the steps taken to get here and also 
to look forward to exciting things to come,” 
Malinowski said.

For Abreu, the scholarship “is an 
opportunity for me to be able to fulfill 
my dreams.” Compton, Gomez, Holman-
Franco, and Jauregui each said the 
scholarship provides additional motiva-
tion to continue their academic successes. 
Haque and Bilal said they are honored 
by UTA’s faith and investment in their 
potential, which Bilal said will “make me 
want to try harder in my studies and to 
not fail those who believe in me. It is the 
motivation I will need, especially with the 
stressful issues we are facing today.” 

New Dean’s Leadership Circle 
Awards First Scholarships
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The College of Business Center for 
Innovation and Digital Transformation 
annually organizes a Business Analytics 
Symposium as a forum for North Texas 
industry professionals and academics 
to discuss technological advances and 
business applications of data analytics 
and artificial intelligence (AI). The fifth 
symposium, held in March, attracted 
about 200 attendees representing 55 
companies. A key attraction was the 
AWS DeepRacer event, sponsored 
jointly by Amazon Web Services 
(AWS) and French multinational 
technology company Capgemini. The 
DeepRacer event allowed hands-on 
experience of applying Reinforcement 
Learning, an advanced machine 
learning technique, to train and 
drive a model race car on a track. In 
addition to technology discussions led 
by industry experts, the symposium 
featured an analytics competition, 
sponsored by Alcon, for student 
teams from Metroplex area universities 
and a recruiting event that allowed 
companies to meet business analytics 
students and graduates of UTA. The 
next symposium is scheduled for 
October 2021.  For more information, 
contact Santoso Budiman, Director of 
the Center for Innovation and Digital 
Transformation, at digital.innovation@
uta.edu.    PHOTOS BY SHARON ELLMAN/ELLMAN PHOTOGRAPHY

Annual Business Analytics Symposium
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